A higher frequency of lumbar ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament in elderly in an outpatient clinic in Japan
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Purpose: Little is known about the prevalence and epidemiological characteristics of lumbar ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL). We analyzed the rate of lumbar OPLL in an outpatient unit where primary care physicians are working in Japan, to better understand the epidemiological characteristics of the disease.

Methods: We analyzed consecutive, first-time visiting outpatients who received abdominal and pelvic computed tomography (CT) scan at the Department of General Medicine, Asahikawa Medical University Hospital, Japan, between April 2009 and March 2012. Each parameter such as age, sex, and clinical presentation was investigated.

Results: Out of 393 patients who underwent abdominal and pelvic CT scan, 33 (8.4%) were diagnosed as lumbar OPLL. When compared with patients without lumbar OPLL (n = 360), there was no significant difference in gender, body mass index (BMI), presence of hypertension, diabetes mellitus or hyperlipidemia, and smoking habit, while the age in patients with lumbar OPLL was significantly higher.

Conclusion: These results suggest for the first time that lumbar OPLL is frequently observed in elderly people in the primary care setting, in Japan.
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Introduction
Ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL), a result of heterotopic ossification, can induce spinal canal stenosis and lead to the development of severe myelopathy. There have been numerous studies of surgical techniques or clinical outcomes for OPLL of the cervical spine.¹ In contrast, there are only a few reports regarding OPLL of the lumbar spine, and its clinical characteristics have not yet been well established because the number of patients who require surgical treatment is quite low.² To our knowledge, there has been only six reports of surgically treated lumbar OPLL published in English.³ According to the data in the database for the spinal injuries center in Fukuoka, Japan, during the past 27 years, although 6,192 patients underwent operations for degenerative lumbar spine diseases, only ten underwent surgery for lumbar OPLL.⁴ Thus, the frequency of lumbar OPLL requiring surgical treatment was remarkably low, indicating a lack of awareness of the disease even among orthopedic surgeons. It is furthermore speculated that primary care physicians are not familiar with the disease.

We have recently witnessed that radiculopathy due to lumbar OPLL was found to be the cause of chronic right lower abdominal pain in a Japanese man.⁵ After encountering this unusual case, we thought that lumbar OPLL should be considered
to be a factor for not only orthopedic symptoms but also abdominal symptoms. Because abdominal symptoms are common in the primary care setting, we tried to clarify the incidence of lumbar OPLL in an outpatient clinic in Japan where primary care physicians are working.

**Methods**

We analyzed consecutive outpatients making their first visit to the Department of General Medicine, Asahikawa Medical University Hospital, between April 2009 and March 2012. As we have recently demonstrated, the hospital consists of 602 beds in which approximately 250 doctors are working to address almost all medical problems. Among them, four or five primary care physicians are working in the Department of General Medicine. During the period, we analyzed the patients (n = 393) who received abdominal and pelvic computed tomography (CT) scan to clarify their several problems such as abdominal symptoms, origins of fever, high level of tumor markers, and so on. Since it has been widely established that CT is a useful tool for detecting and accurately locating OPLL, lumbar OPLL was diagnosed by the CT scan according to a previous report. All data were drawn from medical records and the Computerized Physician Order Entry System in the hospital. Each parameter such as age, sex, body mass index (BMI), and clinical presentation was investigated from the source. Analyzed comorbid conditions included diabetes mellitus, systemic hypertension, dyslipidemia, and cigarette smoking.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed by Fisher’s exact test, and Student’s t-test for age and BMI. A level of $P < 0.05$ was considered to be statistically significant.

**Results**

Lumbar OPLL was diagnosed by CT according to a previous report. Representative images are shown in Figure 1. As shown in this figure, OPLL was diagnosed when an apparent ossification of the ligament causing more than 10% canal stenosis was revealed with CT. Out of 393 patients who underwent abdominal and pelvic CT scan, 33 (8.4%) were diagnosed with lumbar OPLL. All 33 patients diagnosed with lumbar OPLL detected by CT scan did not complain of main symptoms related to spinal stenosis, such as intermittent claudication. Table 1 shows the clinical characteristics of 33 patients with lumbar OPLL in this study. When compared with patients without lumbar OPLL (n = 360), there was no significant difference in gender, BMI, presence of hypertension, diabetes mellitus or hyperlipidemia, and smoking habit, while a significant difference was identified in age in patients with lumbar OPLL. As clearly demonstrated in Table 2, the incidence of lumbar OPLL increased in the elderly. The highest incidence was observed in male patients aged 50–69 years and female patients aged 70–89 years.

Among 33 OPLL patients, seven patients complained of lower abdominal pain as their chief complaint. In the unique case mentioned earlier, the patient’s pain was considered to be dependent on lumbar OPLL as reported in our recent publication; in another case, advanced colon cancer was considered to be the cause of abdominal pain. In the remaining five cases, the pain was diagnosed as functional gastrointestinal disorders after careful examination, but we could not completely exclude the possibility that the abdominal pain in the five patients was related to lumbar OPLL. Just one patient complained of leg pain. In this case, lumbar OPLL might be involved in the symptom, and was followed by consultation with the department of orthopedic surgery in our hospital.
Table 1 Clinical characteristics in patients with lumbar OPLL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OPLL (+)</th>
<th>OPLL (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (%)</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>51.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (mean)</td>
<td>64.7†</td>
<td>55.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (mean)</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT (%)</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM (%)</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL (%)</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking (%)</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: †P<0.01, when compared with OPLL (−).
Abbreviations: OPLL, ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament; BMI, body mass index; HT, hypertension; DM, diabetes mellitus; HL, hyperlipidemia;

Discussion

OPLL is more common in East Asian populations, particularly in the Japanese; the prevalence of OPLL is highest in Japan, at a rate of 1.9%–4.3%. Although a number of authors have reported on OPLL of the cervical spine, few have discussed OPLL of the lumbar spine. The number of reports regarding lumbar OPLL has been limited, and its prevalence and regional difference remain unclear. A lack of evidence may be a result of a large majority of lumbar OPLL possibly being asymptomatic, as described below. Clinical presentations in patients with OPLL correspond to the level and magnitude of spinal cord compression. Cervical and thoracic OPLL typically manifests with signs and symptoms of myelopathy, while the lumbar disease usually manifests with signs and symptoms related to spinal stenosis. Matsunaga et al have demonstrated that after 30 years, myelopathy-free rates as high as 71% have been reported among patients who had no myelopathy when the cervical OPLL was first diagnosed. Although we do not have any evidence that the time-course changes in lumbar OPLL are similar to cervical OPLL, these results led us to speculate that a large majority of lumbar OPLL patients are asymptomatic. In fact, all patients with lumbar OPLL detected in this study did not complain of spinal stenosis-mediated symptoms as described above. We do not know at this moment whether lumbar OPLL is indeed rare in the general population, or whether physicians are not aware of the presence of lumbar OPLL. In the present study, out of 393 patients who underwent abdominal and pelvic CT scans, 33 (8.4%) were diagnosed as lumbar OPLL, indicating for the first time the incidence of lumbar OPLL in Japan. According to previous data, the prevalence of cervical and thoracic OPLL in Japanese and East Asian countries has ranged from 1.9%–4.3%. These results suggest that the frequency of lumbar OPLL is not much lower than that of cervical and thoracic OPLL.

Kobashi et al have demonstrated a higher frequency of diabetes mellitus among Japanese men and women with OPLL, suggesting that diabetes mellitus may play a role in the development of OPLL. The present results demonstrated that there was no relationship between the presence of diabetes mellitus and lumbar OPLL. The discrepancy may be due to the difference in pathophysiology between cervical and lumbar OPLL. Because of a lack of evidence whether pathogenesis is common in patients with cervical and lumbar OPLL, further studies on this issue are needed. The present study also showed a lack of association of hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and BMI with lumbar OPLL.

Conclusion

The present study clearly demonstrated for the first time that lumbar OPLL is highly identified in elderly people. Based on these findings, we should pay special attention in elderly patients and work to determine whether they may have lumbar OPLL. Although the presence of lumbar OPLL by itself does not necessarily mean a clinical problem, we should keep in mind that lumbar OPLL is possibly involved in not only spinal stenosis-mediated symptoms, but also radiculopathy-related symptoms seen in the primary care setting, such as abdominal pain.
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